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The Egyptian Hermes A Historical Approach To The
Late
Few fields of academic research are surrounded by so many misunderstandings and
misconceptions as the study of Western esotericism. For twenty years now, the Centre
for History of Hermetic Philosophy and Related Currents (University of Amsterdam) has
been at the forefront of international scholarship in this domain. This anniversary
volume seeks to make the modern study of Western esotericism more widely known
beyond specialist circles, while addressing a range of misconceptions, biases, and
prejudices that still tend to surround it. Thirty major scholars in the field respond to
questions about a wide range of unfamiliar ideas, traditions, practices, problems, and
personalities that are central to the field. By challenging many taken-for-granted
assumptions about religion, science, philosophy, and the arts, this volume
demonstrates why the modern study of esotericism leads us to reconsider much that
we thought we knew about the story of Western culture.
The Corpus Hermeticum: The Teachings of Hermes Trismegistus translated by G.R.S.
Mead. The Hermetica are Egyptian-Greek wisdom texts from the 2nd century AD and
later, which are mostly presented as dialogues in which a teacher, generally identified
as Hermes Trismegistus ("thrice-greatest Hermes"), enlightens a disciple. The texts
form the basis of Hermeticism. They discuss the divine, the cosmos, mind, and nature.
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Some touch upon alchemy, astrology, and related concepts. The fifteen tractates of the
Corpus Hermeticum, along with the Perfect Sermon or Asclepius, are the foundation
documents of the Hermetic tradition. Written by unknown authors in Egypt sometime
before the end of the third century C.E., they were part of a once substantial literature
attributed to the mythic figure of Hermes Trismegistus, a Hellenistic fusion of the Greek
god Hermes and the Egyptian god Thoth. This literature came out of the same religious
and philosophical ferment that produced Neoplatonism, Christianity, and the diverse
collection of teachings usually lumped together under the label "Gnosticism": a ferment
which had its roots in the impact of Platonic thought on the older traditions of the
Hellenized East. There are obvious connections and common themes linking each of
these traditions, although each had its own answer to the major questions of the time.
This is the first major study devoted to the early Arabic reception and adaption of the
figure of Hermes Trismegistus, the legendary Egyptian sage to whom were ascribed
numerous works on astrology, alchemy, talismans, medicine, and philosophy. Before
the more famous Renaissance European reception of the ancient Greek Hermetica, the
Arabic tradition about Hermes and the works under his name had been developing and
flourishing for seven hundred years. The legendary Egyptian Hermes Trismegistus was
renowned in Roman antiquity as an ancient sage whose teachings were represented in
books of philosophy and occult science. The works in his name, written in Greek by
Egyptians living under Roman rule, subsequently circulated in many languages and
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regions of the Roman and Sasanian Persian empires. After the rise of Arabic as a
prestigious language of scholarship in the eighth century, accounts of Hermes identity
and Hermetic texts were translated into Arabic along with the hundreds of other works
translated from Greek, Middle Persian, and other literary languages of antiquity.
Hermetica were in fact among the earliest translations into Arabic, appearing already in
the eighth century. This book explains the origins of the Arabic myth of Hermes
Trismegistus, its sources, the reasons for its peculiar character, and its varied
significance for the traditions of Hermetica in Asia and northern Africa as well as
Europe. It shows who pre-modern Arabic scholars thought Hermes was and how they
came to that view.
Describes the profound philosophical questions in the form of a conversation about
secrets: the nature of the One, the role of the gods, and the stature of the human being.
This philosophical work aims to offer spiritual guidance, and insight into the minds and
emotions of the Egyptians in ancient and classical times.
From the sands of Alexandria via the Renaissance palaces of the Medicis, to our own
times, this spiritual adventure story traces the profound influence of Hermes
Trismegistus -- the 'thrice-great one', as he was often called -- on the western mind. For
centuries his name ranked among the most illustrious of the ancient world. Considered
by some a contemporary of Moses and a forerunner of Christ, this almost mythical
figure arose in fourth century BC Alexandria, from a fusion of the Egyptian god Thoth
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and the Greek god Hermes. Master of magic, writing, science, and philosophy, Hermes
was thought to have walked with gods and be the source of the divine wisdom granted
to man at the dawn of time. Gary Lachman has written many books exploring ancient
traditions for the modern mind. In The Quest for Hermes Trismegistus, he brings to life
the mysterious character of this great spiritual guide, exposing the many theories and
stories surrounding him, and revitalizing his teachings for the modern world. Through
centuries of wars, conquests and religious persecutions, the fragile pages of the
teachings of Hermes Trismegistus have still survived. This is a book for all thinkers and
enquirers who want to recover that lost knowledge and awaken a shift in human
consciousness.
"Perhaps Hermeticism has fascinated so many people precisely because it has made it
possible to produce many analogies and relationships to various traditions: to Platonism
in its many varieties, to Stoicism, to Gnostic ideas, and even to certain Aristotelian
doctrines. The Gnostic, the esoteric, the Platonist, or the deist has each been able to
find something familiar in the writings. One just had to have a penchant for remote
antiquity, for the idea of a Golden Age, in order for Hermeticism, with its aura of an
ancient Egyptian revelation, to have enjoyed such outstanding success."—from the
Introduction Hermes Trismegistus, "thrice-great Hermes," emerged from the
amalgamation of the wisdom gods Hermes and Thoth and is one of the most enigmatic
figures of intellectual history. Since antiquity, the legendary "wise Egyptian" has been
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considered the creator of several mystical and magical writings on such topics as
alchemy, astrology, medicine, and the transcendence of God. Philosophers of the
Renaissance celebrated Hermes Trismegistus as the founder of philosophy,
Freemasons called him their forefather, and Enlightenment thinkers championed
religious tolerance in his name. To this day, Hermes Trismegistus is one of the central
figures of the occult—his name is synonymous with the esoteric. In this scholarly yet
accessible introduction to the history of Hermeticism and its mythical founder, Florian
Ebeling provides a concise overview of the Corpus Hermeticum and other writings
attributed to Hermes. He traces the impact of Christian and Muslim versions of the
figure in medieval Europe, the power of Hermeticism and Paracelsian belief in
Renaissance thought, the relationship to Pietism and to Freemasonry in early modern
Europe, and the relationship to esotericism and semiotics in the modern world.
Islam emerged amid flourishing Christian and Jewish cultures, yet students of Antiquity
and the Middle Ages mostly ignore it. Despite intensive study of late Antiquity over the
last fifty years, even generous definitions of this period have reached only the eighth
century, whereas Islam did not mature sufficiently to compare with Christianity or
rabbinic Judaism until the tenth century. Before and After Muhammad suggests a new
way of thinking about the historical relationship between the scriptural monotheisms,
integrating Islam into European and West Asian history. Garth Fowden identifies the
whole of the First Millennium--from Augustus and Christ to the formation of a
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recognizably Islamic worldview by the time of the philosopher Avicenna--as the proper
chronological unit of analysis for understanding the emergence and maturation of the
three monotheistic faiths across Eurasia. Fowden proposes not just a chronological
expansion of late Antiquity but also an eastward shift in the geographical frame to
embrace Iran. In Before and After Muhammad, Fowden looks at Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam alongside other important developments in Greek philosophy and Roman
law, to reveal how the First Millennium was bound together by diverse exegetical
traditions that nurtured communities and often stimulated each other.

Mysticism and esotericism are two intimately related strands of the Western
tradition. Despite their close connections, however, scholars tend to treat them
separately. Whereas the study of Western mysticism enjoys a long and
established history, Western esotericism is a young field. The Cambridge
Handbook of Western Mysticism and Esotericism examines both of these
traditions together. The volume demonstrates that the roots of esotericism almost
always lead back to mystical traditions, while the work of mystics was bound up
with esoteric or occult preoccupations. It also shows why mysticism and
esotericism must be examined together if either is to be understood fully.
Including contributions by leading scholars, this volume features essays on such
topics as alchemy, astrology, magic, Neoplatonism, Kabbalism, Renaissance
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Hermetism, Freemasonry, Rosicrucianism, numerology, Christian theosophy,
spiritualism, and much more. This handbook serves as both a capstone of
contemporary scholarship and a cornerstone of future research.
The Asclepius is one of two philosophical books ascribed to the legendary sage
of Ancient Egypt, Hermes Trismegistus, who was believed in classical and
renaissance times to have lived shortly after Moses. The Greek original, lost
since classical times, is thought to date from the 2nd or 3rd century AD.
However, a Latin version survived, of which this volume is a translation. Like its
companion, the Corpus Hermeticum (or The Way of Hermes), the Asclepius
describes the most profound philosophical questions in the form of a
conversation about secrets: the nature of the One, the role of the gods, and the
stature of the human being. Not only does this work offer spiritual guidance, but it
is also a valuable insight into the minds and emotions of the Egyptians in ancient
and classical times. Many of the views expressed also reflect Gnostic beliefs
which passed into early Christianity.
The Spiritual, Occult and Historical significance of the "Emerald Tablets" is
almost beyond belief of modern man. Written around 36,000 B.C. by Thoth, an
Atlantean priest-king, this manuscript dates far back beyond reach of any
Egyptian writings ever found. The author, Thoth, a Master-Teacher of the early
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Egyptians, put this treatise to writing in his native Atlantean language and Dr.
Doreal, by use of his expertise as an Occultist and Master of time and space,
was given the directive to retrieve these Tablets and translate them into English
for the edification of modern man. The powerful and rhythmic verse of Thoth is
wonderfully retained in Doreal's translation. Contained within the pages of
Thoth's masterpiece of Spiritual and Occult Wisdom is the synthesis of the
Ancient Wisdom Teachings, the guideline for initiates of all ages, revealing the
Knowledge and Wisdom hitherto held secret, but now in this New Age, revealed
to all Seekers on the Path of Light. Dr. M. Doreal, Ms.D., Psy.D., is the Spiritual;
Teacher of a multitude of Seekers of Light, having founded a Metaphysical
Church and College - The Brotherhood of the White Temple, Inc. He is the author
of all of the Organization's writings and teachings, having been given permission
for the Esoteric Wisdom to be remitted in a public forum by the Great White
Lodge, the Elder Brothers of mankind who shape and form the Spiritual evolution
of earth's inhabitants. The Brotherhood of the White Temple, Inc. is a
correspondence school, accredited through the State of Colorado, and mails out
to its world-wide membership weekly Lessons of Truth. Its four and one-half year
College Course unveils the secrets of the Symbolism of all Mystery Schools,
giving precisely and beautifully, the step by step progression all Seekers have
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searched for in their quest for Oneness with God, and for attainment of Cosmic
Consciousness. "Read, Believe or not, but read, and the vibration found therein
will awaken a response in your soul.' - Doreal
An accessible history of alchemy by a leading world authority explores its
development and relationship with myriad disciplines and pursuits, tracing its
heyday in early modern Europe while profiling some of history's most colorful
alchemists and describing the author's recreation of famous alchemy recipes.
There are no surviving documents that explain Michelangelo's complex sculptural
program for the Medici Chapel. The work as we have it is no more than an
unfinished, fragmentary realization of the artist's original conception. Speculation
about its meaning began quite early, for Michelangelo's contemporaries were
apparently no better informed than we. An interpretation made by Benedetto
Varchi in 1549 & since universally accepted, was by his own admission a
personal opinion, not confirmed by the artist. In the 16th century, interpretations
quite at variance with modern scholarly assumptions were made. Here, Dr. Edith
Balas contends that the artist deliberately veiled his meaning in obscurity, making
his images, like the language of Neoplatonic philosophers, intelligible only to an
intellectual elite. Assuming the role of the Magus, Michelangelo conceived a
cryptic, magical world of potent allegorical images designed not simply or
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primarily to commemorate the departed Medici but to help achieve elevation for
their souls. Illus.
The Corpus Hermeticum is a collection of short philosphical treatises, a powerful
fusion of Greek and Egyptian thought, written in Greek in Alexandria between the
first and third centuries AD and rediscovered in the West in the fifteenth century
when it was first translated into Latin by the great scholar and philosopher
Marsilio Ficino. These writing were believed from antiquity up to the early
seventeenth century to be the writings of Hermes Trismegistus, 'thrice-great
Hermes', the name given by Greeks of the classical and Hellenistic periods to the
Ibis-headed Egyption god Thoth. They were central to the spiritual work of
Hermetic societies in late antique Alexandria, aiming to awake gnosis, the direct
realistion of the truth of the identity of the invividual and the Supreme, and are
still read as inspirational writings today.
This is the edition including all three books. The so-called Hermetic writings have
been known to Christian writers for many centuries. The early church Fathers
(Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria) quote them in defense of
Christianity. Stobaeus collected fragments of them. The Humanists knew and
valued them. They were studied in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
in modern times have again been diligently examined by many scholars. G. R. S.
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Mead has issued a translation of the whole body of extant literature, with
extended prolegomena, commentary, etc. There is a wide difference of opinion
as to the date at which this literature was produced. Mead believes that some of
the extant portions of it are at least as early as the earliest Christian writings,
while von Christ assigns them to the third Christian century, and thinks that they
show the influence of neo-Platonism. To affirm that they influenced New
Testament usage would be hazardous, but they perhaps throw some light on the
direction in which thought was moving in New Testament times.
The study of Egypt as the fount of all wisdom and stronghold of hermetic lore, already
strong in antiquity, Hornung (Egyptology, U. of Basel) calls Egyptosophy. Though it was
soundly rebuffed by Egyptology, based on conventional science and history, he thinks
its continuing impact on western culture deserves scholarly attention. He reviews the
various occult traditions and their expression during various eras. The original
Esoterische Agypten was published by C. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Munich,
in 1999, and translated by David Lorton, who has also translated Hornung's earlier
books for Cornell. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
Highly acclaimed new translation of the Hermetica, the only English version based on
reliable texts.
Sage, scientist, and sorcerer, Hermes Trismegistus was the culture-hero of Hellenistic
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and Roman Egypt. A human (according to some) who had lived about the time of
Moses, but now indisputably a god, he was credited with the authorship of numerous
books on magic and the supernatural, alchemy, astrology, theology, and philosophy.
Until the early seventeenth century, few doubted the attribution. Even when unmasked,
Hermes remained a byword for the arcane. Historians of ancient philosophy have
puzzled much over the origins of his mystical teachings; but this is the first investigation
of the Hermetic milieu by a social historian. Starting from the complex fusions and
tensions that molded Graeco-Egyptian culture, and in particular Hermetism, during the
centuries after Alexander, Garth Fowden goes on to argue that the technical and
philosophical Hermetica, apparently so different, might be seen as aspects of a single
"way of Hermes." This assumption that philosophy and religion, even cult, bring one
eventually to the same goal was typically late antique, and guaranteed the Hermetica a
far-flung readership, even among Christians. The focus and conclusion of this study is
an assault on the problem of the social milieu of Hermetism.
In The Tradition of Hermes Trismegistus , Christian H. Bull argues that the actual
authors behind the treatises attributed to Hermes Trismegistus were Hellenized
Egyptian priests in charge of small groups practicing spiritual exercises, initiatory
rituals, and devotional hymns.
Hermesthe fascinating, mercurial messenger of the gods, eloquent revealer of hidden
wisdom, and guardian of occult knowledge has played a central role in the development
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of esotericism in the West. Drawing upon many rare books and manuscripts, this highly
illustrated work explores the question of where Hermes Trismegistus came from, how
he came to be a patron of the esoteric traditions, and how the figure of Hermes has
remained lively and inspiring to our own day.
In this Book, though so very old, is contained more true knowledge of God and Nature,
than in all the Books in the World besides, except only Sacred Writ; And they that shall
judiciously read it, and rightly understand it, may well be excused from reading many
Books; the Authors of which, pretend so much to the knowledge of the Creator, and
Creation. If God ever appeared in any man, he appeared in him, as it appears by this
Book. That a man who had not the benefit of his Ancestors' knowledge, being as I said
before, The first inventor of the Art of Communicating Knowledge to Posterity by writing,
should be so high a Divine, and so deep a Philosopher, seems to be a thing more of
God than of Man; and therefore it was the opinion of some That he came from Heaven,
not born upon Earth [Goropius Becanus]. There is contained in this Book, that true
Philosophy, without which, it is impossible ever to attain to the height, and exactness of
Piety, and Religion. According to this Philosophy, I call him a Philosopher, that shall
learn and study the things that are, and how they are ordered, and governed, and by
whom, and for what cause, or to what end; and he that doth so, will acknowledge
thanks to, and admire the Omnipotent Creator, Preserver, and Director of all these
things. And he that shall be thus truly thankful, may truly be called Pious and Religious:
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and he that is Religious, shall more and more know where and what the Truth is: And
learning that, he shall yet be more and more Religious. The glory and splendour of
Philosophy, is an endeavoring to understand the chief Good, as the Fountain of all
Good: Now how can we come near to, or find out the Fountain, but by making use of
the Streams as a conduct to it? The operations of Nature, are Streams running from the
Fountain of Good, which is God. I am not of the ignorant, and foolish opinion of those
that say, The greatest Philosophers are the greatest Atheists: as if to know the works of
God, and to understand his goings forth in the Way of Nature, must necessitate a man
to deny God. The Scripture disapproves of this as a sottish tenet, and experience
contradicts it: For behold! Here is the greatest Philosopher, and therefore the greatest
Divine.
This is the first major study devoted to the early Arabic reception and adaption of the
figure of Hermes Trismegistus, the legendary Egyptian sage to whom were ascribed
numerous works on astrology, alchemy, talismans, medicine, and philosophy. The
ancient Greek Hermetica, with which the tradition begins, are products of Roman Egypt
of the second and third century CE. Thereafter, in late antiquity, they found a wide
readership, both among pagans and Christians. Their ongoing popularity depended on
the notion that Hermes had lived in extremely ancient times, perhaps before the
Deluge, and his antiquity endowed him with a pristine intellectual priority and made him
attractive as an authority in religious arguments. Early Arabic literature beginning in the
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eighth century also includes detailed discussions of Hermes Trismegistus, both as a
teacher of ancient legend and as the alleged author of works on the apocryphal
sciences, especially astrology. Moreover, Hermes is imagined in Arabic as a prophet,
lawgiver, and the founder of ancient religion. This book shows how the Arabic Hermes
developed out of the earlier Greek and other late antique traditions into something new,
which would in turn form the background to the later reception of the Greek Hermetica
in the Italian Renaissance. Assembling information in Greek, Arabic, Syriac, and Coptic
primary sources, The Arabic Hermes will be of great interest to scholars in many fields,
including Classics, Arabic Studies, Iranian Studies, Egyptology, and Medieval Studies.
Complete Unabridged Mystic Bewitching Unveil the secrets of the Egyptians with this
powerful and enlightening collection. Forming the foundation of the mystical philosophy
and religion of Hermeticism, this collection unearths a combination of modern
spirituality and millennia-old wisdom, painting a new and profound look at the nature of
the Universe. Stretching through the ages to deliver these lessons to modern readers,
this collection expertly conveys the knowledge of Thoth the Atlantean, the ancient
Egyptian god of wisdom, to give us a new glimpse into the true nature of reality. Inside
this collection, you'll discover: The Kybalion, an engaging and enlightening account of
the teachings of Hermes Trismegistus, claiming to hold the secrets to the Universe.
Containing seven fundamental axioms, this book creates a powerful philosophical
framework concerning causality, energy, vibrations, and more. The Emerald Tablets of
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Toth the Atlantean, a mysterious collection of ancient writing thought to be thousands of
years old, uncovering incredible and eye-opening wisdom which will transform the way
you see the world and the Universe around you. The Tabula Smaragdina of Hermes
Trismegistus, a cryptic and ancient tablet that has puzzled archaeologists or
generations. Thought to be linked to the legendary philosopher's stone, this strange
tabled forms a fundamental pillar of Hermeticism. Perfect for anyone who is searching
for answers to life's most pressing questions. These enlightening manuscripts will give
you a newfound understanding of the world around you, letting you benefit from ancient
wisdom which has existed in the shadows for thousands of years, Ideal for anyone
interested in ancient belief systems, Egyptian mythology, and Hermetic philosophy.
This collection provides you with a gripping look at a hidden and often secretive
philosophy. Scroll up and buy now to begin exploring the world of Hermeticism today.
This translation (taken From 'Thrice Greatest Hermes: Studies In Hellenistic Theosophy
And Gnosis, Volume 2'), includes the Pœmandres and some addresses of Hermes to
disciples Tat, Ammon and Asclepius, which are said to have originated in the school of
Ammonius Saccas, a Greek philosopher from Alexandria.
The Corpus Hermeticum is a collection of 2nd century Egyptian-Greek texts. The texts
form the basis of Hermeticism, a religious, philosophical, and esoteric tradition that
covers the divine, the cosmos, the mind, alchemy, astrology, and nature.
This is the extended annotated edition including a rare essay by Eugène Hyvernat,
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"Ancient Egyptian Religion". The Wisdom of the Egyptians gives the reader a broad
overview of the story of the Egyptians, the religion of the ancient Egyptians, the
Ptahhotep and the Ke'gemini, the "Book of the dead", the wisdom of Hermes
Trismegistus, Egyptian music and the Book of Thoth.
The first easily accessible translation of the esoteric writings that inspired some of the
world's greatest artists, scientists, and philosophers. Here is an essential digest of the
Greco-Egyptian writings attributed to the legendary sage-god Hermes Trismegistus
(Greek for thrice-greatest Hermes), a combination of the Egyptian Thoth and the Greek
Hermes. The figure of Hermes was venerated as a great and mythical teacher in the
ancient world and was rediscovered by the finest minds of the Renaissance. The
writings attributed to his hand are a time capsule of Egyptian and Greek esoteric
philosophy and have influenced figures including Blake, Newton, Milton, Shelley,
Shakespeare, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, and Jung. Providing a fascinating
introduction to the intersection of the Egyptian and Hellenic cultures and the magicoreligious ideas of the antique world, The Hermetica is a marvelous volume for anyone
interested in understanding the West's roots in mystical thought.
The Emerald Tablet of Hermes first appeared in the Alchemical Libraries of Europe.
Traveling home with the Crusaders, this seminal work is alleged to be written by
Hermes Trismegistus-Thoth. The work deeply influenced Western Magick, and the
tenets presented influence modern magick to this day. Includes the History of the
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Tablet, Followed By Multiple Translations, Textual Remarks, Commentaries, Appendix,
and Bibliography. - History of the Tablet - Translations From Jabir ibn Hayyan. Another Arabic Version (from the German of Ruska, translated by 'Anonymous'). Twelfth Century Latin - Translation from Aurelium Occultae Philosophorum..Georgio
Beato - Translation of Issac Newton c. 1680. - Translation from Kriegsmann (?)
alledgedly from the Phoenician - From Sigismund Bacstrom (allegedly translated from
Chaldean). - From Madame Blavatsky - From Fulcanelli (translated from the French by
Sieveking) - From Fulcanelli, new translation - From Idres Shah - Hypothetical Chinese
Original - TEXTUAL REMARKS - COMMENTARIES - General - A COMMENTARY OF
IBN UMAIL - APPENDIX - Translation of same source, made c. 1485. BIBLIOGRAPHY
The composition, which the editors entitle the "Book of Thoth", is preserved on over
forty Graeco-Roman Period papyri from collections in Berlin, Copenhagen, Florence,
New Haven, Paris, and Vienna. The central witness is a papyrus of fifteen columns in
the Berlin Museum. Written almost entirely in the Demotic script, the Book of Thoth is
probably the product of scribes of the "House of Life", the temple scriptorium. It
comprises largely a dialogue between a deity, usually called "He-who-praisesknowledge" (presumably Thoth himself) and a mortal, "He-who-loves-knowledge". The
work covers such topics as the scribal craft, sacred geography, the underworld,
wisdom, prophecy, animal knowledge, and temple ritual. Particularly remarkable is one
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section (the "Vulture Text") in which each of the 42 nomes of Egypt is identified with a
vulture. The language is poetic; the lines are often clearly organized into verses. The
subject-matter, dialogue structure, and striking phraseology raise many issues of
scholarly interest; especially intriguing are the possible connections between this
Egyptian work, in which Thoth is called "thrice-great", and the classical Hermetic
Corpus, in which Hermes Trismegistos plays the key role. The first volume comprises
interpretative essays, discussion of specific points such as the manuscript tradition,
script, and language. The core of the publication is the transliteration of the Demotic
text, translation, and commentary. A consecutive translation, glossary, bibliography,
and indices conclude the first volume. The second volume contains photographs of the
papyri, almost all of which reproduce their original size.
In this bold approach to late antiquity, Garth Fowden shows how, from the second-century
peak of Rome's prosperity to the ninth-century onset of the Islamic Empire's decline, powerful
beliefs in One God were used to justify and strengthen "world empires." But tensions between
orthodoxy and heresy that were inherent in monotheism broke the unitary empires of
Byzantium and Baghdad into the looser, more pluralistic commonwealths of Eastern
Christendom and Islam. With rare breadth of vision, Fowden traces this transition from empire
to commonwealth, and in the process exposes the sources of major cultural contours that still
play a determining role in Europe and southwest Asia.
The The Emerald Tablet of Hermes & Kybalion compose two pillars of Hermetic thought.
Combined here in one volume, these two works share true wisdom with those ready to receive
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it. "When the ears of the student are ready to hear, then cometh the lips to fill them with
wisdom." The Kybalion was first published anonymously in 1908 by "The Three Initiates." The
true authorship of the work is unknown, although theories suggest it was written entirely or in
part by William Walker Atkinson. Atkinson was a prolific writer and supported the New Thought
movement of the 19th and early 20th centuries. New Thought included the belief that our
realities can be manifested by mental effort, which is also suggested in Hermetic principles.
Scholars point to similarities in style and content between The Kybalion and Atkinson's own
The Arcane Teachings as evidence that he was one (or all) of "The Three Initiates." The
Kybalion provides an introduction to the teachings of Hermes Trismegistus--Hermes "the
Thrice-Greatest." This "Master of Masters" is said in The Kybalion to have lived 300 years on
Earth, and believed by some to be the founder of both astrology and alchemy (precursors to
astronomy and chemistry, respectively). Hermes Trismegistus was deified after his death as
Toth by the ancient Egyptians, and Hermes by the Greeks. In both pantheons, this man-turnedgod was considered a symbol of great wisdom. The Kybalion's explanation of Hermetic
teachings are claimed to have been passed down orally for centuries, eventually reaching "The
Three Initiates." The fundamental Hermetic traditions presented in The Kybalion consist of
seven "working principles" Mentalism, Correspondence, Vibration, Polarity, Rhythm, Cause
and Effect, and Gender. Within these seven principles is true wisdom, tied to no particular
place and no particular religion. It is the "sacred flame" kept lit by a chosen few used to "re-light
the lesser lamps of the outside world when the light of truth grew dim..." In short, these are the
truths of the universe, regardless of era or creed. The Emerald Tablet of Hermes is a short,
ancient text attributed to Hermes Trismegistus himself. Unlike The Kybalion, which aims to
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provide some explanation and instruction, the brief Emerald Tablet has been puzzling and
fascinating scholars for over 1,000 years. Consisting of a mere 14 stanzas, the Emerald Tablet
is said to contain the secrets of prima materia--the foundational material of the universe. The
Emerald Tablet and its teaching influenced freemasonry and philosophy throughout history.
The text of the tablet has been translated and commented on by a variety of scholars, including
Sir Isaac Newton who was inspired by its teachings throughout his life and work. The earliest
known version of the text comes from an Arabic work written between the 6th and 8th centuries
by Balinas. He claimed to have found the tablet hidden in a vault beneath a statue of Hermes.
Another story claims the tablet was written by Seth, the third son of Adam and Eve. And yet
another says the tablet was uncovered and then reburied by Alexander the Great. The source
and material of the physical tablet is unknown. It was reported to be a rectangular green stone,
with text in raised bas-relief rather than engraved. Some even claim there never was a physical
tablet at all, although several accounts claim it was on display in Egypt in 330 BCE. Whatever
its origins and history, the work was first introduced to the West in the 12th century through
Latin translations. Since then, this cryptic text has been translated and re-translated, poredover and analyzed by philosophers, historians, and theologians alike.
From the stony desolation of Jordan's desert, it is but a step through a doorway into the bath
house of the Qusayr 'Amra hunting lodge. Inside, multicolored frescoes depict scenes from
courtly life and the hunt, along with musicians, dancing girls, and naked bathing women. The
traveler is transported to the luxurious and erotic world of a mid-eighth-century Muslim Arab
prince. For scholars, though, Qusayr 'Amra, probably painted in the 730s or 740s, has proved
a mirage, its concreteness dissolved by doubts about date, patron, and meaning. This is the
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first book-length contextualization of the mysterious monument through a compelling analysis
of its iconography and of the literary sources for the Umayyad period. It illuminates not only the
way of life of the early Muslim elite but also the long afterglow of late antique Syria.
Paperback edition of the recent translation of the esoteric masterpiece, including the first
English translation of The Definitions of Hermes Trismegistus to Asclepius • A resource for
scholars and religious seekers alike • The Definitions of Hermes Trismegistus to Asclepius
provides new insights into the actual workings of the gnostic spiritual path The Corpus
Hermeticum, a powerful fusion of Greek and Egyptian thought, is one of the cornerstones of
the Western esoteric tradition. A collection of short philosophical treatises, it was written in
Greek between the first and third centuries C.E. and translated into Latin during the
Renaissance by the great scholar and philosopher Marsilio Ficino. These treatises were central
to the spiritual work of hermetic societies in Late Antique Alexandria (200-700 C.E.) and aimed
to awaken gnosis, the direct realization of the unity of the individual and the Supreme. In
addition to this new translation of The Corpus Hermeticum, which seeks to reflect the
inspirational intent of the original, The Way of Hermes includes the first English translation of
the recently rediscovered manuscript of The Definitions of Hermes Trismegistus to Asclepius, a
collection of aphorisms used by the hermetic student to strengthen the mind during meditation.
With the proper mental orientation, a state of pure perception can be achieved in which the
true face of God appears. This document is of enormous value to the contemporary student of
gnostic studies for its insights into the actual workings of this spiritual path.
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